For our software development team in Frankfurt we are looking for you at the next possible date as

(Junior) Software Developer (m/f)
permanent position | fulltime

We are a leading global player, clearing 16 million traders per day across 85 exchanges worldwide. We
offer an integrated, modular package of direct market access, clearing and custody services. The range of
services available through our international network caters not only for traditional products such as stocks,
bonds, futures and options (both listed and OTC), but also for energy, commodities, carbon allowances,
warrants, forex and many other financial instruments.
Your project
As (Senior) Software Developer you will be creating
software - mostly in Java - in line with the technical
requirements and estimating the changes in the
program code that need to be made to meet these
You
are
responsible
for
the
requirements.
documentation and assessment of the technical
architecture of the systems, development and support
of the application and system design to optimise their
performance. With your support, the end-users
system’s performance meets the specifications defined
by the functional design and is continuously enhanced
regarding reliability, cost efficiency and flexibility.
What you will do as well
› Serve as a sparring partner and contact for the
application architects in our team as well as in
Amsterdam and London
› Reviewing technical requirements, functional design
and acceptance criteria and advising on their
technical feasibility
› Coordinating and executing tests such as system and
integration tests including analysing the results
› Maintaining and updating databases and system
configurations as well as related technical
documentations
› Handling requests, analysing and resolving technical
and integral issues and problems, documenting the
answers and solutions

Your profile
› Master’s degree in software development or
similar experience
› 2-5 years of relevant experience in IT
preferred, job starters are welcome as well
› Excellent oral and written communication skills
in English are mandatory for your daily work
within our international teams
› Proven interest in software development
What we expect of you
› Expertise in application architecture, patterns,
requirements analysis and application design
› Deep knowledge of programming languages
such as Java, GO, C/C++, shell, Perl, Phyton
› Know-how of methods and tools for application
lifecycle, software engineering, test and IT
service management
› Specific knowledge of the Atlassian tool stack
› Structured, self-steering and able to operate
within a multicultural team
You get extra points, if
› You are familiar with IntelliJ
› You have knowledge of the financial industry,
European Clearing businesses and partners,
security instruments and business processes

What We Offer You
› You will be part of a highly skilled team and varied, exciting projects within a global firm
› An agile and modern work environment ensuring an optimal work flow
› Flexibility in working hours to give you the autonomy to self-organise your work
› Attractive remuneration topped up with comprehensive social benefits and a company pension scheme
› Regular company and team events, global interaction and travel opportunities
› Development within a complex and fast changing part of the financial industry
› Continuous development to support your technical, methodical and personal excellence and growth
› Centrally located office in the heart of the city and a job ticket for public transportation to get there
Interested? Join us now!
To become a part of ABN AMRO Bank N.V., Frankfurt Branch, send us your application via
ABN AMRO Bank N.V. Frankfurt Branch
Human Resources, Frau Petra Trautmann, Ulmenstraße 23-25, 60325 Frankfurt am Main
Tel.: +49 69 2177 – 2038, E-Mail: karriere@de.abnamro.com

